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Who is defending our Christian people in Iraq?!
Christians in Iraq
Iraq, 06.07.2018, 02:39 Time
USPA NEWS - Christians in Iraq after 2003 .. their plight falls within the calamities of all Iraq .. lost rights .. constrained
freedoms .. Expulsion and displacement .. blood .. and then seizing their money and the rape of their property!
It is not a strange thing in the displacement of Christians .. as before them: the Jews in 1941 and their displacement from
Baghdad to Palestine in the case or the most correct (the disaster of the Farhood) .. and the disaster of the Farhood was
instigated by (Amin Husseini) Mayor of Jerusalem, who was an ally of Hitler .. Because of the fatwa of Husseini, gangs
attacked looting the Jews of Baghdad and killing many of them and robbed their money .. although the Jews at the time their
proportion constituted as according to the 1921 census 25%!
Many & important questions shadow this thorny and shameful issue and at the same time .. when thousands of Christian
families have been exposed to expulsion at home and emigration abroad? Who is behind this despicable conspiracy? How
long will it last? Is it intended to end the Christian presence in Iraq and cut off all their roots?
Dreams have been a distraction to the imagination of Christians in their country of Iraq, and how can a Christian dream while
he lives in the land of Mesopotamia, Christianity is the second largest religion in Iraq particularly the Christian identity in Iraq
does not stop at the ideological standard and religious rites ... they are .. the original Mesopotamians, the descendants of the
Babylonians, the Assyrians and the Arabs. Christianity has appeared in Iraq since the beginning of the first century AD, where
most of the population of Iraq converted to Christianity .. History with all its evidences proves their originality and love, but their
love for the soil of Mesopotamia.
We wrote and others wrote about the tragedy of Anbar, the destruction of Mosul, the murders and kidnappings in Diyala, and
the collapse of security in Kirkuk and other provinces of Iraq. But we must stand before the plan: the conspiracy against the
millions of Christians in our stricken country? Without any doubt that the murderer is known even if the names varied and
forms multiplied.
Since the American - Iranian occupation, the terrorist groups and organizations, specifically the (foundling) Daesh and some of
the militias who call it "brazen"

Under the planning of intelligence agencies belonging to some regional countries in the management of a dirty plot against the
Christians, these forces seek to hate the eradication of the roots of Christian citizenship in Iraq ..The signs of this conspiracy
appeared when the Christians suffered the impact of religious discourse and its seriousness over their lives ..This Satanic
discourse, which gave to the Political Islam groups the right to violate the rights of the Christian citizen and allowed them to
practice all the cheap means and to follow the most heinous ways to take over all the precious and noble which relate to the
Christian families!
The murder of Christians and their displacement and the rape of their property, houses, apartments, residential lands, and the
disaster reached to the seizure of some churches .. All these despicable and mean acts; the tyrants based themselves to their
terrorist ideas, which justified to them the falsehood before the right in crushing and destroying the people of their skin.
The past years have revealed that the killing, robbery and kidnapping of the Christians is stronger than the moral values, and
that violent intellectual terrorism has exhausted millions of noble Christians relentlessly, in an expiation climate which reached
unprecedented levels of ferocity and outside of all human logic. But the strange irony of those who claim that they were victims
of marginalization and exclusion at some time,are invited today to apply the same approach to others. But the greatest
astonishment comes from the politicians carrying the banner of forged democracy and banners of constitutional infertility, who
are logically and morally supposed to be the leading class to confront the injustice and tyranny that is exposed to the
Christians, and that the dome of the Iraqi Council of Representatives to be safe haven and warm embrace for each Iraqi ..
But the reality is totally different as most of our governors who are supposed to be our security valve suffer from a hysterical
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electoral crackdown that led to psychological disorders and deviations in political performance. Perhaps the election begging
of the Iraqi politicians has become the most important and dangerous issue in the Iraq of Democracy!
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